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“So, your dog is afraid of
children…”
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“What you want to do is
desensitize to him to kids…
and that will help him learn
not to be afraid.”

Flaws in the system



Absolutely true –
desensitization is key



But, do you know HOW
to go about it?



And more importantly …
… does your pet owner?
… does your staff?
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Desensitization and
Counterconditioning
1.
2.
3.
4.

Concepts and definitions
“Formula” for practical use
Examples in action
Troubleshooting common errors

CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS
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Learning

 Change

in behavior based
on past experience

 Learning

is always
happening regardless of
whether or not someone is
actively teaching

 Similar

principles between
species

Stimulus gradient

 Variations

in a
stimulus in one
dimension

 Typically

from
mildest to strongest

 May

refer to
distance, proximity,
volume, duration,
pressure…
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Threshold


The point that,
when exceeded,
produces an effect
or response



Sometimes referred
to as “choice point”



May refer to
distance, proximity,
volume, duration,
pressure…

Reinforcement


Consequence that increases
probability of a behavior



Generally pleasurable



Primary




Secondary





Food, air, water, ± praise
Clicker, “yes”
Something paired with
primary reinforcement

Must be reinforcing to THAT
individual
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Punishment


Consequence that
decreases probability of
a behavior



Generally aversive or
unpleasant



Must be punishing to
THAT individual



Reprimand, leash
correction

Punishment




Standard guidelines


Immediate



Consistent



Effective

Risk of punishment
“fallout” if:


Unpredictable



Unavoidable



Inappropriate
intensity
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Functional reward




The specific reinforcement that
matters most to the animal in that
situation


Direct approach by child…
space!



Hungry beagle… food!



Attention starved Labrador…
praise!



Basset hound in the woods…
opportunity to sniff!

Helpful to use whenever it can be
identified and controlled

Avoidance


Block exposure to stimulus



No lasting impact on problem
behavior or emotion



Removes opportunity to
rehearse problematic
responses to a stimulus – this is
important!


Maintain distance from
people or other dogs on walks



Confine to another room prior
to visitors



White noise to mask storm
sound
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Desensitization



Low intensity exposure followed by a gradual
increase in stimulus intensity



Intensity must be below threshold


Typically requires manipulation of stimulus or context



Often paired with counterconditioning



Different from “habituation”
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Desensitization
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Counterconditioning



Process of changing the animal’s emotional or
behavioral response to a specific stimulus



Requires active training of some type



Often referred to as “response substitution”
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Classical conditioning

Classical conditioning


Pavlovian conditioning



Salivation in response to sound of bell



Unconditioned stimulus (smell of food)
triggers unconditioned response (salivation)
US

UR



Neutral stimulus (bell) paired with
unconditioned stimulus = salivation



Neutral stimulus becomes “conditioned”
CS + US

UR/CR
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Operant conditioning

Operant conditioning


Behavior is conditioned by consequences



Requires voluntary action by individual



Thorndike’s Laws of:


Effect – pleasurable or aversive
consequence



Exercise (use/disuse) – repetition
strengthens response



Readiness – individual primed for
consequences
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FORMULA

Formula
1.

Identify: stimulus, problem, goal

2.

Avoid uncontrolled exposure

3.

Set up controlled exposure

4.

a)

Create conditioned emotional
response

b)

Reinforce specific behavioral
response

Repeat
a)

Below threshold

b)

Gradually increase intensity
over time
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EXAMPLES IN ACTION

And another…
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Food bowl x 2, Rawhide
1.

Identify: stimulus, problem, goal

2.

Avoid uncontrolled exposure

3.

Set up controlled exposure
a)
b)

4.

Repeat
a)
b)

1.

2.

3.

4.

Create conditioned emotional response
Reinforce specific behavioral response
Below threshold
Gradually increase intensity over time

Identify: stimulus, problem, goal
Avoid uncontrolled exposure
Set up controlled exposure
a)

Create conditioned emotional response

b)

Reinforce specific behavioral response

Repeat
a)

Below threshold

b)

Gradually increase

intensity over time

And a few more…
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Sidewalk grate,
Petting


Identify: stimulus, problem, goal



Avoid uncontrolled exposure
Set up controlled exposure





Create conditioned emotional
response
Reinforce specific behavioral
response

Repeat





Below threshold
Gradually increase intensity over
time

Additional details
► MAY

REQUIRE ADDITIONAL TOOLS
OR EQUIPMENT

► BABY

GATE, LEASH, HEAD COLLAR,
BASKET MUZZLE

► PUNISHMENT

IS NOT GENERALLY

► MEDICATION

CAN BE HELPFUL IN

► MOTIVATION

OF FEAR, ANXIETY

INDICATED

SOME CASES

► HIGH

AROUSAL, IMPULSE REACTIONS

► SITUATIONAL

AND/OR
MAINTENANCE OPTIONS

► NOT

A STANDALONE TREATMENT
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Is food the only
possible
reinforcement?
NO, but…


Primary reinforcer



Generally convenient



Wide range of options
and applicable situations

Other options:


Play (tug, chase, fetch)



Petting



Praise

Options for
operant
behaviors


“Sit”



“Down ”



“Watch me ”



“Look at That”



“Touch”/”Target”



“Relax”/”Settle”/”Chill”



Disengagement from stimulus

Choose

something that is:



Easy for the patient to do



Incompatible with the problem
behavior
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Additional
applications
►

Captured relaxation for separation
anxiety

►

Aggressive reaction to passersby

►

Reactivity to dogs on walk

►

Greeting family members

How could we use the formula for those
situations?
►
►
►
►

Identify
Avoid
Set-up
Repeat

TROUBLESHOOTING COMMON
ERRORS
1.

Relying on naturally occurring situations rather than set-ups

2.

Using food as distraction rather than reinforcement

3.

Failure to avoid stimuli when not actively training

4.

Inability to identify threshold or choice point

5.

Taking away the reinforcement too quickly

6.

Difficulty implementing proactive training

7.

Confusing desensitization with habituation

8.

Expecting too much too soon…

9.

Not practicing enough

10.

Lingering
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1. Relying on naturally occurring
situations rather than set-ups


“Real life” training is more
likely to be “reactive”



Need for many repetitions to
solidify responses



Slow it down…especially for
less skilled handlers



Disaster vs. disaster drill

2. Using food as distraction
rather than reinforcement


Tempting to use as “bribe” to get desired
behavior




May need to start with “lure” but then need to
adjust timing for ongoing use

Should be given at moment of “alert”
(classical) or in response to specific behavior
(operant)


If too soon, food isn’t contingent on presence
of stimulus or specific behavior



If too late, may not have desired effect or may
reinforce unintended behavior



Beware the “poisoned cue”…
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3. Failure to avoid stimuli when
not actively training


Law of Exercise (Thorndike) –
the behavior that is
practiced is more likely to be
repeated…



Especially important for
emotionally driven behaviors
(fear, anxiety, etc.)



If undesired behavior
“works”, there is no incentive
to learn something new!

4. Inability to identify threshold
or choice point


Dependent on
handler’s ability to
read and interpret
body language



Identify signals that are
predictive of reaction



Proactive training
requires practice
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5. Taking away the
reinforcement too quickly


“He knows it now, so I don’t need
to continue to reward, right?”
- WRONG (at least at first!)



Possibility of reverting to original
behavior pattern



Must practice to the point of the
desired behavior becoming the
default response



May require ongoing
reinforcement to maintain

6. Difficulty implementing
proactive training


Handler must actively think
ahead, and then act
accordingly



Natural tendency to react
to things after they’ve
happened



More difficult for reactive
patients and for reactive
handlers!
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7. Confusing desensitization
with habituation


Desensitization
 Requires

active training, below threshold exposure,
and awareness of reinforcement patterns



Habituation
 May

happen naturally for
some patients

 Unlikely

in situations in which
an unwanted behavior has
already developed

8. Expecting too much too soon…


Handler projects their
understanding of the desired
behavior onto the patient


Just because they know the goal, that
doesn’t mean that the animal knows
yet!



Animal learns when reinforcement
contingency changes



Lack of attention to stimulus
gradient



Embarrassment, impatience…
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9. Not practicing enough



Consider the number of repetitions in relation to:


Duration of problem



Emotional intensity of response



Handler’s ability to reinforce specific emotional state or
behavior pattern!



Unlikely to have enough
opportunities to practice in
“real life” situations – setups
are usually required!

10. Lingering



What happens when you get
a piece of chocolate as you
notice the spider, but then the
spider keeps moving closer?



Helpful to set up session so
that there is a release of
“pressure” (move down
stimulus gradient) after reward
or correct performance
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TROUBLESHOOTING COMMON
ERRORS
1.

Relying on naturally occurring situations rather than set-ups

2.

Using food as distraction rather than reinforcement

3.

Failure to avoid stimuli when not actively training

4.

Inability to identify threshold or choice point

5.

Taking away the reinforcement too quickly

6.

Difficulty implementing proactive training

7.

Confusing desensitization with habituation

8.

Expecting too much too soon…

9.

Not practicing enough

10.

Lingering

Desensitization and
Counterconditioning


Start with the basics!
1.
2.
3.
4.

Identify
Avoid
Set-up
Repeat



Evaluate response to
treatment



Troubleshoot common errors



Provide education,
coaching, mentorship
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Thank you for your attention!
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